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Introduction
Delivering high quality services to the public is an
objective for most public sector organizations
around the globe. But how to measure success? In
this white paper we present findings from work in
the Netherlands for the Ministry of the Interior. We
developed and tested a model aimed at citizens
and businesses’ evaluation of service delivery.

Public service quality
Many governments and public sector agencies
around the world deliver services to the public,
online and using other channels. Examples
include delivering permits, benefits, (legal)
documents and a wealth of other services with
an informational nature. Naturally, these
organizations aim to optimize the quality of
these service delivery processes. This ‘quality’
typically consists of a balance between the
“Three E’s”:
î Effectiveness.

This concerns the degree to which the
desired outcomes of the process are being
achieved.

î Efficiency.
Is about delivering this outcomes with as
little resources as possible.

î Evaluation.
Refers to the perceptions towards the
process and outcomes.

These three are interdependent; providing the
most effective services is likely to increase the
(positive) evaluation of service delivery, but also
likely to drive costs (and thus reducing efficiency).
Similarly, unhappy clients are more likely to
make their ‘voice’ heard (e.g. through complaints)
and thus putting pressure on both effectiveness
and efficiency of service delivery.

Organizations need to strike a careful balance
between the Three E’s to satisfy their clients’
needs within their own constraints. To do so,
insights in these variables are needed. Advances

in (big) data collection and analytics in recent
years have made it easier to gain insights into
efficiency and effectiveness, collecting evaluation
data remains the domain of ‘asking clients’.

The preferred method of doing so is through
surveys and questionnaires. The tools to collect
this data have improved in recent years as well.
Online tools, for example, allow to collect data
quickly and conveniently. But what about the
content of these surveys? How to best measure
citizens and businesses satisfaction with public
sector service delivery? And what about the
variables predicting the satisfaction and other
outcome variables? And the relations between
these in service quality models and frameworks?

Changing contexts
Most of the current instruments are rooted in
models developed in the 1980s-2000s, but the
services landscape has evolved with topics such
as ‘privacy’ being much more important now
than they were 30 years ago.

The channel landscape has changed as well, with
more clients going online and using a variety of
channels to obtain public services. However,
most existing studies target just one, or a narrow
selection of channels.

Lastly, policies and goals have evolved. Digital by
default is now a common goal and restoring
public trust is high onmany policy agendas.

Project and Goals
To address these changes and create relevant
and timely insights regarding citizens’ and
businesses’ evaluations of public service delivery,
we worked with the Dutch Ministry of the Interior
to develop a new service quality model.

Goals of the project were threefold:

1. Develop a new model to measure service
evaluations based on the latest insights.

2. Conduct a large quantitative study to gather
timely and relevant data.

3. Test the model in different ways and
provide conclusions on its validity and
applicability as well as practical
recommendations for the Ministry of the
Interior.



Service “quality” models and frameworks
In this section we briefly discuss some existing
models, frameworks and research findings that
provide background and input to the new model.

SERVQUAL and beyond
One of the first models to describe service quality
and its predictors is
SERVQUAL1, developed in
the 1980s in the services
marketing field (shown Ò).

While still popular, many
studies did not find
support for this model. As
a result, a wealth of new
models spawned. A prominent one is SERFPERF 2,
which introduced ‘performance’ (rather than
quality) as dependent variable. After the rise of
the Internet, more new models arrived, such as
“E-S Qual3” as well as models specifically
designed for government. This includes
eGovQual3 and the eGov Evaluation Model4.

The majority of these models have in common
that they have one outcome variable and a
handful of predictors (or driving variables) to
explain outcomes. However, there are many
differences as well. Besides, there are several
shortcomings of the models in general. These are
the five most important ones:

1. Lack of testing and updates . A large part of the
models is theoretical and lack empirical testing
and validation. Further, most models are never
being updated to fit changing times.
2. Channel dependency. Most models focus on
on- or offline service delivery and often they
focus on one single channel. Few models are
integrated and/or omni-channel.
3. Varying outcome variables. Choice and
definition of the dependent variable vary wildly
and concepts are used interchangeably. For
example, we see ‘service quality’ being measured
by asking about ‘service satisfaction ’.
4. Consensus on driving variables. Most models
tend to use different driving variables, with
varying results. There exists little consensus
about the variables that do predict or describe
service delivery evaluations.
5. Limited practical use. Many of the models work
well from a theoretical perspective and in some

research settings but fail to perform in others.
Often this stems from generic theoretical models
not accounting for variability in different contexts.

Similarly, in more practical studies we see similar
issues with a large variety of of variables used to
measure roughly the same thing. The Citizen First

studies (Canada), for example, focus on
‘satisfaction ’5 with service delivery,
while similar research in the
Netherlands uses ‘appreciation’6 . While
there is no fundamental problem with
using different outcome variables, it
does show the lack of consensus on
what to measure and how. Also, it

hampers comparisons and long term validation
of the usefulness of variables in different contexts.

Policy shifts
The policy context does not make research on
service delivery easy, as policy agendas,
strategies and plans constantly evolve. While
many governments around the world started
bringing services online in the 1990s and were
focused on efficiency and treating citizens as
customers as part of their New Public
Management programs during that era. The
maturity of online services led to ‘multi-channel’
approaches and an emphasis on freedom of
choice, and balancing client needs with
organizational constraints.

The economic crisis of the 2010s fueled austerity
in many countries and the focus shifted towards
lowering costs and efficiency gains. The EU’s
eGovernment (Tallinn) declaration is an excellent
example of this with its focus on ‘Digital by
Default’ and the ‘Once only’ principle of data
collection.

In the Netherlands focus was on bringing all
services online (in “Digital 2017”) and currently is
more balanced towards accessibility, innovation
and personalization.

While the available models and research provide
relevant inspiration for more up to date models,
the lack of (theoretical and empirical) consensus
on what is important, coupled with shifting policy
agendas let us to use the existing models, but
build our own that is firmly rooted in today’s world.

Service
Quality

Tangibles

Empathy

Responsiveness

Reliability

Assurance

1Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry (1988); 2Cronin & Taylor (1992); 3Parasuraman et al. (2005); 3Papadomichelaki & Mentzas (2012) ; 4Alanezi et al.
(2010); 5Citizen First Studies, see citizenfirst.ca; 6 I&O Research 2008-2015, see ioresearch.nl
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Developing a new model
In this section we outline how our model was
developed and we present the initial model that
was tested.

Approach
To ensure we develop a timely, multi-channel,
and (for citizens and businesses) relevant model,
we started fresh and conducted a series of five
group interviews with both citizens and
representatives from
businesses in the
Netherlands in April/
May 2019. In total 38
people participated,
covering all ends of
the educational
spectrum and a
good balance across
age and gender.

Participants were
asked to indicate
what they find
important when using services and we used
several variables from existing models as well as
variables derived from policies.

Dual outcomes
The discussions highlighted that in the eyes of
our participants evaluation of service delivery is
not uni-dimensional, but rather consists of two
variables.

The first being the outcome, or the what, of
service delivery. This entails, for example, the
degree to which people receive the information
they were looking for, were able to (successfully)
complete and submit forms and/or receive a
response within the (legal)
time limits.

The second concerns the
process of service delivery.
This focuses on peoples’
satisfaction with how the
outcomes are realized.
Examples are the
friendliness of customer
service agents, ease of use
of websites and simplicity of
the process.

Dimensions and predictors
Furthermore, participants in the group interviews
indicated that many different variables drive
these outcomes. From the interview recordings,
we distilled a list of 18 different variables and
these are shown in the figure below. The later
analyses (see below) also showed that the 18
variables constitute four different dimensions.

Conceptual model
So far, we have seen that evaluation of service
delivery breaks down in two variables (the
outcome (or “what”) and process (or “how”)). And
18 variables (clustered in four dimensions) drive
these evaluations. In addition, we find in our
focus groups some differences between the types
of respondents. There is some variance in results
based on demography (age, education & gender),
media use (such as the use of online channels)
and peoples’ role (citizen or business). This leads
to our provisional model (shown below).
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Model test: Key Findings
The next step was to test our model with a large
enough sample in the Netherlands. Here we
discuss the key findings of this test.

Study approach
In the summer of 2019 we conducted a large
scale survey study in the Netherlands. A total of
3702 people participated (3120 citizens and 582
businesses), yielding a (very) large sample size.
The survey focused on various aspects of
governmental service delivery, including
questions to assert the importance of our quality
dimensions as well as their current evaluation.

Quality dimensions
Our first finding concerns the 18 variables that
drive the evaluation of service delivery. We asked
respondents to indicate which of the 18 they find
important and which ones they currently
evaluate positively.

This allows us to create an overview of
importance vs. evaluation and this could help
create more targeted service interventions and
policies.

Especially the bottom right quadrant is
important as it holds those elements perceived
as important, but with low evaluations.

The graph shows the four quadrants. It shows
that currently many aspects are perceived to be
important and positively evaluated. It also shows
the opportunities to improve service quality by
investing in simplicity of service delivery and a
more personalized experience.

Furthermore, we find that the 18 variables cluster
nicely in four distinct dimensions1. Surprisingly,
variables related to “safety and security” such
protection of privacy are relatively unimportant
in the eyes of the Dutch respondents. Variables
related to accessibility, such as being able to find
and comprehend information are rated
important and fortunately are being evaluated
positively as well. Variables related to the design
of services and service delivery processes can be
found in the heart of the graph being relatively
important. The cluster of three variables in “help
and support” is fragmented and respondents find
government ‘responsibility’ to ensure proper
service delivery to be relatively unimportant.

1A factor analysis uncovers the four dimensions with 72% of the variance explained. Alphas range from 0.83-0.92



Initial Model test
The next step in our process was to test our
model(s). We created two different models with
each of the ‘evaluation’ variables as dependent
variables (quality of outcomes and satisfaction
with process).

Using the combination of importance (as a
weight) and evaluation, of the underlying aspects,
we calculated a score for each of the four
dimensions. These dimension scores, together
with demography, media use and respondents ’
role were used as main independent variables in
our models (as well as the evaluation variable not
used as dependent).

We tested the models using two approaches. The
first is a linear regression approach in which we
test both models. Both of these yield significant
outcomes and positive regression coefficients for
all four dimensions 1, but no (or marginal) role of
the personal characteristics.

While this creates a
relevant indication of the
quality of the two models,
traditional linear
regression models suffer
from some drawbacks.
The first is that they
assume independence of
variables (often not the
case). The second is that
regression models help
us determine how much
of the spread (variance)
in the dependent variable
we can predict, they give
less insights in the degree
to which we can predict
outcomes.

Relatively new machine learning (ML)
approaches can overcome these obstacles and
therefore we decided to also ML. In doing so, we
tested the models using gradient boosted
decision trees. We created a 1200 person training
data set and used the remainder (~2500) to test
the models created by the algorithm. For each
model both the accuracy and the root mean
square error (RMSE) were calculated. The model
contribution scores were transformed into
percentages.

Machine learning results
The table below show the key outcomes of the
model test. Both the model for Quality of
outcomes and Satisfaction with the process
score well. The RMSEs are close to 1 and both
models score well on their accuracy.

Quality of
outcomes

Satisfaction with
process

Accuracy 65.52% 64.34%

RMSE 0.994667 0.977235

More importantly, and relevant, are the
contributions of each of the variables to the
models. The following are the key points:

1. Quality of outcomes is determined by
satisfaction with the process and the other way
around. Thus, if people are positive about the
process, they are more likely to be happy with
the outcome as well.

2. The role of dimensions varies per outcome
variable. Quality of the outcomes is more
strongly determined by “security and trust”
followed by “service design” and “help &
support”. Satisfaction with the process is
influenced by “service design” and “accessibility”
with “security and trust ” being least important.

3. The role of personal characteristics in general
is relatively small. Most important is the role of
age, suggesting that that different age groups
have different expectations from government
service delivery and evaluate it differently.

Quality of outcomes

Satisfaction w. process

Dim1. Security & trust

Dim4. Service design

Dim2. Help & support

Dim3 Accessibility

Age

Media use

Education

Gender

Outcomes Process

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

1Outcomes: R2=0.72, F907.78, p<.000. Process: R2=0.73, F954.14, p<.000



Conclusions and implications
In this final section we draw themain conclusions
of the study and discuss themain implications for
governmental service delivery.

What do the results mean?
The results of our study have a number of
implications for governments and public sector
agencies that deliver services to the public.

First, we demonstrate that multiple outcome
variables can co-exist and both are important.
This means governments need to think more
closely about desired outcomes of their
strategies and policies and how this should be
measured.

Second, we have shown that outcome variables
are influenced by different driving factors, and
often these interact. As a result, governments
need to consider not only which aspects of
service delivery to target in their policies, how
these relate to overarching (strategic) goals, as
well as how to measure both outcomes and
underlying driving variables.

For example, we found that (perceived) quality of
outcomes can be influenced by focusing on
security and trust aspects of service delivery.
Perceived satisfaction with the process can be
improved by focusing on service design.

Third, we found that measuring people’s
evaluation about aspects of service delivery does
not reveal the full picture. In order to do so, you
need to measure both the evaluation, as well as
the perceived importance of all aspects.

Practical implications
The following can help you improve service
delivery evaluations:

î Know your desired outcomes
Make sure you are measuring the right
outcomes when doing surveys. What is most
important for your organization? The outcome
or the process? Satisfaction or quality? Make
sure you specify desired outcomes and
translate these into appropriate (survey)
measures.

î Connect outcomes to drivers
Different variables, or drivers, influence
different outcomes. Make sure you know

which variables are key in predicting service
delivery outcomes in order to gain practical
insights.

î Measure importance and evaluation of drivers
Most surveys only measure how citizens
evaluate certain aspects of service delivery.
They do not measure what citizens find
important. Our research shows that the
combination yields much practical value and
shows where to invest.

î Measure again (and learn)
Current plan is to measure the impact of (new)
policies again and other organizations should
do the same. Create learning cycles in which
you measure key aspects of service delivery,
create or adapt your service strategies, and
measure again. That way research can make a
tangible contribution.

î Keep focusing on (sub)groups
While differences between groups in the
population become smaller over time, we still
see differences, especially concerning age. It
remains important as ever to closely monitor
how every segment in the population is using
services. Only this ensures inclusive and
accessible service delivery via all channels.

Learn more?
Reach out to us and we are happy to continue the
conversation: info@pieterson.com or www.pieterson.com

This work was funded by the Dutch Ministry of the Interior:
www.minbzk.nl
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